At The Rope’s End

When you feel as if you have no friend.
As if your world is coming to an end.
Life is tough and bad times never seem to stop.
You look for a harvest but dearth hit the crop.
So you tie a knot at the rope’s end.
You’re low on cash, and your heart will not mend.
Your computer crashes and won’t reboot.
But then God harps to you and plays the sound of the flute.
God comes in to heal your sin and puts together the puzzle.
Then Satan’s lips are at last sealed with chains and a muzzle.
All of a sudden life is restored.
We lay our crowns on the floor and with praise and thank the LORD.
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I recall the days while I still had money and before I became angry and depressed at Brock Dale
Bernstein that destroyed Bible Heaven, Color Your World With God’s Love. Bible Heaven had a future
and it was making a way in the internet wilderness. I still handed out cards and people were reading my
books, listening to my CD’s and reading my poetry. Even with the first basic website people were going
to it and enjoying it. I was doing beautiful art such as what was on my business cards and book covers.
All the art I did I did for God’s glory. Then one day I added up the figures to the debt created by Brock
Dale Bernstein. At the very moment I figured out what I thought were the correct figures I went
mentally insane. Later when I received my credit score the figures were $10,000.00 higher than
previously calculated since Brock ran every card over the top. It was in excess of $35,000.00 plus an
enormous amount of interest. Sadly I decided to take responsibility of the debt and repay it myself.
Later I learned that it was virtually impossible. I went from a poor state of mental illness to continually
fighting for my sanity for several years afterwards. Looking back from 2015 to a few years earlier I
started to regain sanity. Now that the Veteran’s Affairs straightened out my medication I am near what
my mental stability was from back in early 1998 a few months before jail though I still battle insanity.
Friend it may sound like all I do is complain but I am like you and I understand your pain. God only
knows our troubles and woes but Jesus is returning again. Amen

